HOW TO USE
THE WePrintBarCodes
WPBC-56PALABELGUN
LABEL GUN

1. Open holder while turning it counterclockwise, unlock bottom hook to open bottom cover. Place core adapter on roll of labels. Place label roll on spindle and close cover.

2. Insert label sideways under transparent label pressor, and turn it back into bottom cover. Label strip must reach the back of bottom compartment.

3. Close bottom cover by pushing it up against gun. Then lock bottom cover with bottom hook turning forward to reverse direction of arrow.

4. Cut backing paper by pulling downwards on cut bar.

5. Pull machine trigger and single label will be ejected and can then be applied to box/product.

CLEANING STUCK LABEL

Unscrew two screws near label ejection area. Easily remove stuck labels with solvent for strong adhesive. Alcohol or Goo-Gone works well.